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The aim of the article is the development of a toolkit of models and methods 

for choosing a compromise rate for the management company and structural bu-

siness unit within an integrated group of enterprises, making it possible to increase 

the efficiency of basic production activities of the holding company units and thus 

maintaining the stability of the financial sector and the profitability of corporate 

capital. The subject of the study is to investigate the influence of external factors 

of the market environment and controllable production factors of holding enter-

prises on the effective rate for intercompany loans. The model calculations were 

carried out by the example of a virtual enterprise with a hierarchical organizational 

structure, for which the neoclassical dependence "labor-capital expenditures – out-

put of commodity products" is valid for the divisions (technological divisions). As 

methods the article provides relevant economic and mathematical models for de-

termining the effective rate of intra-company credit and a description of the origi-

nal analytical method of selecting the compromise rate proposed by the authors. 

This rate was calculated by the example of test data, and the influence of each of the 

external factors on its value was studied. Interpretation of the results and specific 

steps for the holding enterprises to maximize the return on credit in the production 

sector and efficient corporate resource allocation is proposed. 
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Introduction 

 
An essential factor in the growth of market efficiency and competitiveness of large Rus-

sian production corporations and integrated groups of enterprises, which form the basis of the 

corporate sector of the real economy, is further improvement of internal mechanisms for plan-

ning and management of the main areas of their activities: operational, financial, and investment. 

The implementation of the synergy growth strategy of the united company provides the inten-

sification of intra-company material and cash flows and increasing the returns in the results of 

its activities of the cost of general corporate financial resources spent on projects throughout the 

integrated group, as well as advances to the holding company units in the form of intra-company 

loans for their production and investment programs. The value of these loans is difficult to overe-

stimate due to the relative cheapness and preferential terms of allocation and use. However, 

these resources are not "free" and assume adequate assessment from the position of allied and 

internal "pro-interests" in the form of a "fair" rate of intra-company lending. Creating and adap-

ting models and methods for selecting rates on intra-company loans are currently insufficiently 

developed. Effective models are often the know-how of large corporations, and the correspon-

ding results rarely appear on the pages of professional publications on intra-company manage-

ment. 

Let us define intra-company lending as follows. The funds at the disposal of the structu-

ral business units (SBUs) within the integrated holding are formed from several sources: 

• equity funds and financial resources; 

• borrowed funds taken on credit in the foreign market; 

• funds raised as part of an intra-company loan. 

If there is a lack of equity funds and external loans to cover production activities, the 

SBU, as part of an integrated group of enterprises, needs a more affordable lending form. This 

task is solved by intra-company loans provided to the SBU by the holding's management com-

pany (MC) at a lower interest rate than the bank's rate.  

There is a problem of intra-company loans related to taxation since the issuer must reflect 

the interest income on the loan. The receiving unit must reflect the interest expenses. Also, the 

tax rate should be the rate that might occur in an ordinary transaction with a third party. Inter-

company loans are reflected in the financial statements of individual SBUs. However, they are 

excluded from the consolidated financial statements of integrated production structures.  
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Let us list the advantages of intra-company loans: 

• cash provision in a short time;  

• no need to apply for a loan application;  

• favorable repayment terms compared to commercial borrowers. 

Moreover, intra-company loans are beneficial due to direct government regulation of in-

terest rates, control of foreign exchange transactions, and the volume of tax liabilities in various 

countries. This method of lending is legal for making financial transfers and reducing taxation. 

There are also disadvantages of this type of lending; increased risks on both sides and 

overpayments due to interest if the conditions were set incorrectly. 

Thus, transfer lending is the most important corporate governance tool, allowing a "profi-

table" way to transfer funds from the MC to subsidiaries. The purpose of this article is to develop 

and justify an economic and mathematical model for minimizing the holding company's costs 

for organizing intra-company lending to divisions and choosing the intra-company loan rate 

that provides equal efficiency for the donor MC and the recipient SBU. 

Intra-company lending as an integral part of the system of intra-company financing and 

its connection with state regulation was studied by large corporations, business associations, 

and the scientific community [Chand, 2016], the impact of crisis phenomena in the economy on 

intra-company loans was considered [Kapoor et al., 2020; Kumar, 2020]. Taxation is also very 

relevant for intra-company lending [Russo et al., 2021]. Among the recent studies on this topic, 

the works [McClure, 2021; Reichert et al., 2012; Stein, 1997] can be noted.  

The study objective is to develop and verify an analytical method for choosing a compro-

mise rate for intra-company lending to enterprises of an integrated production structure, focused 

on increasing the cost efficiency of corporate monetary resources and reducing the risks of intra-

company opportunism. 

 
Methods 

 
The problem of choosing the optimal rates of intra-company (transfer) lending to subdivi-

sions of a hierarchical production structure is very new and moreover, the results obtained by 

the authors in the framework of modeling these rates using the tools of mathematical models 
and methods are quite original. Nevertheless, with good reason it should be noted the results of 

studies on similar problems previously obtained by other researchers and groups of authors. In 

this regard, it is necessary to recall the works [Stein, 1997; Buchuk, 2014; Nicodano, 2019, McNeil 
et al., 2005] in which the authors consider problem statements similar to the statements pro-

posed by the authors. We also remind that this work is a continuation of the research by Khalikov 

and his students, previously published in [Khalikov, Rasulov, 2013; Khalikov et al., 2015].  

The type and properties of the neoclassical dependence in the pair "commodity products 

output – the cost of production resources" are borrowed from the works of [Kleiner, 1980; 1986; 

Dorfman et al., 1958; Samuelson, 1979; Solow, 1957; Stein, 1997]. It is also necessary to empha-

size a particular connection of the material presented with the works of [Bezukhov, 2014; Gors-

kiy, 2018; Gorskiy, Reshulskaya, 2016; Huizinga et al., 2008; Kolass, 1997; Krui, 2011; Minniti, 

Turino, 2013; Khrustalev, 2011; Viral V. Acharya et al., 2013], dedicated to improving the efficien-

cy and sustainability of high-tech enterprises and holding companies. The authors developed the 

mathematical apparatus for calculations based on the model of optimal intra-company lending 

independently and also partially borrowed from the works of [Bakhvalov, 2013; Lienberg, 2008; 

Khalikov et al., 2015, Khasanov, 2013]. 
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Results and discussion 

 

Economic and mathematical model and theoretical foundations  

of the analytical method for calculating the compromise rate  

of intra-company lending 

 
The calculation of the intra-company lending rate will be carried out using the static ana-

lytical method. This means that all model parameters will be calculated for a fixed period t.  

The algorithm for finding the transfer rate begins with defining the input-output function 

for the selected structural business unit (SBU) as part of an integrated enterprise group. Let us 

assume that it is a neoclassical degree of homogeneity  ( 0)α α > . Then, for the production sec-

tor of the SBU, the following ratio (which, within the framework of the neoclassical theory of the 

firm, was proved in the work of one of the authors [Kleiner, 1986]) is true: 

(1)  ( ) ( )
1
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where ty  – gross output in period t (in natural units); ( )1c  – specific total costs (in units of 

cost); ( )tc y  – the total cost of production. 

Equation (1) can be considered in more detail. The total costs of the enterprise directly 

depend on the variable assets in the working capital ( tWC ) of the SBU at the beginning of the 

period. (Introduce the dependence of the volume of costs on demand for products ( tSp ). Then 

it will be possible to determine the total cost based on the available data. Denote this 

parameter as tVZ . 

Calculate tVZ : 

(2)  ( )
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Note that the ratio (2) is obtained on the basis that the costs of the production sector can 

not exceed neither current assets, nor the costs of the planned release program. 

Since the real costs of the production sector coincide with tVZ , taking into account the 

relations (1) and (2), write down the output of marketable products in the form: 
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The next step is to determine the value of the final product by which in the framework of 

neoclassical theory, we mean gross post-tax profit. Assume that its calculation is related to the 

sales cost of commodity products, the costs of its production, payments on external loans, tax 

obligations, and loans to other SBUs in the holding. Thus: 

(4)  ( )( )1   ,t t t t t t t ty p y VZ SL w TR= − τ ⋅ − − ρ ⋅ − ⋅  

where ty  – the final product of the enterprise for the considered period t (in units of value); τ  – the 

income tax rate; tp  – the unit price of the goods sold; tρ  – the loan rate; tSL  – the short-term 

external loan for the period t; tw  – the intra-company loan rate; tTR  – the volume of intra-

company loans. 

The final product calculated by formula (4) is divided into production and non-production 

consumption, which, in turn, depend on the controlled parameter tγ  (the share of deductions for 

non-production consumption) and are calculated by the formulas: 

(5)  
( )

t t t

t t t t t

 · ,

1 γ ,WC WC

DV y
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= γ

− + ⋅ −
 

where tDV  – the amount of non-productive consumption costs at the end of the period t; tWC  – 

variable assets in the working capital of the enterprise at the end of the period t.  

Calculate the variable assets in working capital 1tWC +  at the beginning of the next pe-

riod. Working capital consists of the variable assets of the end of the period under report until 

the beginning of the next period, the volume of intra-company loans and short-term loans of the 

next period: 

(6)  1 1 1.  tt t tTWC WC R SL+ + += + +  

For the period t + 1, consider the ratio 1t+β  of financial dependence. Suppose an enter-

prise can take out an arbitrarily large loan that meets the condition 1 1t+β ≤ . Then the value of 

the financial dependence ratio can be found as the ratio of the amount of funds borrowed from 

external sources to the working capital (6) at the beginning of the same period t + 1. Write down 

the resulting expression in a more detailed form, highlighting the elements included in the wor-

king capital: 
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om this, derive the following relations for 1tWC +  and 1tSL + . 
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where 1t+β  – the maximum allowable value of the financial dependence ratio for the period t + 1. 

In this formula (8), this is exactly what is used. In the general case, formula (7) is used. 

For each SBU of the holding, it is necessary to observe a positive flow of the final product 

for the period t, which will allow supporting its activities financially: 

(10)  ( )( )1    0.t t t t t t tp y VZ SL w TR− τ ⋅ − −ρ ⋅ − ⋅ ≥  

If the inequality (10) is not met, the holding company incurs losses. Then a rational de-

cision is to reduce the volume of intra-company loans provided by the SBU. Ensure the fulfill-

ment of this inequality. This will allow calculating the limit on the rate of intra-company loans: 

(11)  
( )( )1   

.t t t t t
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From the obtained ratio, it can be seen that the increase in the rate is associated with an 

increase in production volumes ( ty ) and a decrease in the intra-company loans ( tTR ). Also, the 

decrease in the rate is associated with an increase in the tax burden ( τ ), total costs ( tVZ ), and 

the loan rate ( tρ ). 

Calculate the maximum 
max
tw  value of the compromise rate using the inequality (11): 

(12)  
( )( )1   

.t t t t tmax
t

t

p y VZ SL
w

TR

− τ ⋅ − − ρ ⋅
=  

If the rate value (12) is greater than zero, then the compromise rate 
0
tw  on the intra-

company loan lies in the interval ( )0 0;  max
t tw w∈  and can be found using analytical models.  

The analytical approach for finding the optimal compromise rate consists in the parity 

distribution of the final product between the recipient enterprise and the donor MC. The SBU 

must have sufficient funds to replenish the variable assets disposed of in the previous period and 

ensure a sufficient level of non-productive consumption. In turn, the centralized investment fund 

of the holding under the MC's control should grow at least at the planned rate. 

From the position of an individual enterprise, as part of a group of companies, the com-

promise rate 
0
tw  on an intra-company loan should ensure the planned volume ty  of the final 

product, that is: 

(13)  m ax ; ,
1

tt
t

t t

VZ DV
y

⎧ ⎫
≥ ⎨ ⎬− γ γ⎩ ⎭

 

where tDV  – the minimum allowable level of non-productive consumption for the period t. 
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Then, making the corresponding deduction from the final product in the right part of the 

expression (12) (to ensure a positive balance), the following inequality is obtained:  

(14)        ( ) ( )0 1
1     max ; .

1
tt

t t t t t t t t
tt t

VZ DV
w p y VZ SL w TR

TR

⎡ ⎤⎧ ⎫
≤ − τ ⋅ ⋅ − −ρ ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥− γ γ⎩ ⎭⎣ ⎦

 

Denote the right side of inequality (14) as tw . This is the upper limit of the rate on intra-

company loans. At this rate, the planned levels of production and non-production consumption 

are realized. 

The rate on intra-company loans, due to the above justifications, should not exceed the 

rate on external loans. Therefore, the permissible rate from the borrower's point of view will be: 

(15)  { }0 min ; .t t tw w= ρ  

Next, from the position of the donor-MC of the holding, calculate the lower threshold 
0
tw  

of the intra-company lending rate for the period t:  

(16)  0 ,t
t

t

TRO
w

К TR

ϕ⋅=
⋅

 

where tTRO  – the volume of the centralized investment fund of the holding in period t; ϕ  – 

the planned growth rate of the centralized investment fund; К  – the number of enterprises in 

integrated production structures. 

If the inequality 
0 0  max
t t tw w w≤ ≤  is satisfied, the compromise rate 

0
tw  is calculated as the 

arithmetic mean of the found threshold values, i.e., 

0 0  
.

2
t tw w+

  

However, if 
0 0 t tw w> , then for the donor SBU, the compromise rate 

0
tw  on intracompany 

loans will take a value equal to the upper threshold 
0
tw . The choice of a compromise rate in this 

way allows the SBU to avoid high costs for its primary production activities, but in this case, the 

growth rate of the holding company's general fund will decrease. 

 

Empirical calculations of intra-company loan rates 

 

Calculate the compromise rate of the intra-company loan based on the test data of a vir-

tual enterprise (the packaging department of a pharmaceutical company Elixi, LLC was taken). 

Initial data are presented in Table 1. 

After performing the necessary calculations, the data is summarized in a common Table 2. 
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Table 1.  

Initial data for model calculations (1)–(14) 

(unit of measurement of capital – conventional monetary units, production – pieces) 

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value 

c(1) 4 
tTRO  300 

tTR  35 

tp  (price) 21 К  10 
tSL  20 

tp  (loan rate) 0.2 
tγ  0.4 

tw  0.1 

τ  0.13 
1t+β  0.2 

tDV  16 

ϕ  0.06 
tSp  20 

1tTR +  30 

tWC  40 α  0.8 
tWC  50 

 

Table 2.  

Calculation results for the model (1)–(14) 

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value 

( )
1

1 tc Sp⋅ α  
169.1794 

1tWC +  87.5 max
tw  2.595014 

( )tc y  50 tDV  34.9302 
tw  0.114062 

tVZ  50 
tWC  52.3953 0

tw  0.114062 

ty  7.54272 

1
t

t

VZ

− γ
 

83.33333 0
tw  0.051429 

ty  87.3255 
t

t

DV

γ
 

40 0
tw  0.082745 

1tSL +  17.5     

 

Note that the values calculated in two different ways for 1tWC +  coincide, which indi-

cates the correct "operation" of the model. Also, based on the ratio (2), it is established that 

.ttVZ WC=  This means that the volume of production, the final product, and the compromise 

rate directly depend on the value of variable assets in working capital at the beginning of the 

period under review. At the same time, an increase in working capital leads to an adequate in-

crease in the volume of production and the final product and a reduction in the compromise 

rate. The presented model allows choosing a balance between the level of profitability and the 

amount of costs so that the compromise rate meets the needs of the recipient SBU. 
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In the example, a positive flow of the final product is provided for the SBU, which in-

dicates the profitability of its production activities.  

The value 
max
tw  is greater than zero, therefore, the compromise rate 

0
tw  on loan lies in the 

interval ( )0 0;  max
t tw w∈  and can be found using the analytical method. 

In the calculations carried out, the inequality 
0 0 max
t t tw w w≤ ≤  is satisfied, and the com-

promise rate on the intra-company loan is equal 
0
tw  = 0.082745. 

 

Analysis of the influence of external factors on the rate  

of the intra-company loan 

 

Perform some manipulations with key external parameters to track the degree of their 

influence on the compromise rate of intra-company lending.  

Change the values of the financial dependence ratio 1t+β  from 0.2 to 0.8 in increments of 0.2. 

With the same sequence, change the parameter tγ  for each 1t+β  – the standard of deductions 

for non-productive consumption. Also, depending on the compromise rate calculated according 

to the basic scenario, change the lending rate tρ . Due to the significant role of the cost of pro-

ducts sold in the market, the parameter tp  will also be changed.  

After making calculations and monitoring the compromise rate of intra-company lending 

behavior, draw the main conclusions from the model (1)–(14). 

After calculations, the change in the ratio of financial dependence does not affect the value 

of the rate of intra-company lending but affects the volume of working capital in the next period, 

which is a consequence of the ratio (8). The lower this ratio, the higher the volume of variable 

assets in working capital. 

The ratio of deductions for non-productive consumption has the most significant impact 

on the intra-company lending rate. There is a strong inverse relationship between these values. 

Also, a significant impact on this rate is the change in the cost of production; however, 

here, the relationship is direct. For large values of tγ , it was necessary to significantly increase 

the price ting the intra-company lending rate to an acceptable level, since at the "old" price, the 

compromise rate does not provide the specified volume of the final product. It can be conclu-

ded tt the share of deductions for non-productive consumption should not be overstated. It is 

advisable to keep it at the level of 0.4 so as not to risk raising the price of products and to be 

able to provide intra-company loans. 

If the loan rate changes, the compromise rate also changes. Here, the relationship is re-

versed, but it is much weaker than in the case of the parameter tγ . At some boundaries, at high 

values of the share of deductions for non-productive consumption, the relationship changes di-

rection, from which it can be concluded that it is not linear. In general, an increase in the loan 

rate negatively affects the final product volume and the compromise rate. 

Let us trace the dependence of the compromise loan rate on the share of deductions for 

non-productive consumption and the rate on external credit separately on the diagrams. For 

this purpose, on the abscissa axis, plot the values of the studied values in increments of 0.2 in 
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the first case and 0.02 in the second, and plot the values of the compromise rate on the ordinate 

axis. The remaining factors will be fixed at the basic level corresponding to the one shown in 

Table 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Impact  of the share of deductions ( tγ ) for non-productive consumption on the compromise rate  

(Fig.1 only illustrates the monotonic nature of the estimated dependence which is not necessarily piecewise linear) 

 

 
Fig. 2. Impact of the external loan rate on the compromise rate  

(Fig. 2 only illustrates the monotonic nature of the estimated dependence which is not necessarily piecewise linear) 

 

The diagrams confirm the conclusions. Note that the value of the compromise rate of the 

intra-company loan is in the critical zone at 0.4tγ >  and takes negative values (Fig. 1). This 

means that the assumed share of deductions for non-productive consumption is unacceptable 

since, in this case, the compromise rate does not provide the specified volume of the final pro-

duct. 
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Next, calculate the compromise rate of an intra-company loan with a change in α  of the 

homogeneity of the input-output relationship. Since the ratio of financial dependence does not 

affect the value of the compromise rate, leave it at the level of 0.8. Also, we will not change the 

price of marketable products. In cases where the compromise rate cannot provide the final 

product (non-compliance with condition (13)), the output for the enterprise will be an increase 

in the price of the product or a decrease in total costs and production volumes (Fig. 3–5). 

For 0.8α =  trace the dependence of the compromise rate on the rate on external loans 

and γ t −  the share of deductions for non-productive consumption for the levels of 0.4 and 0.6, 

respectively (Fig. 3). 
 

 
Fig. 3. The dependence of the compromise rate on external factors at 0.8α =  

 

The diagram above the horizontal axis has a decreasing character, which indicates the 

reaction of the loan rate on the compromise rate. At 0.6tγ =  the compromise rate is negative, 

which indicates that the level of deductions for non-productive consumption is unacceptable for 

this enterprise. 

Consider the studied dependence at 0.83α =  (Fig. 4). 
 

 
Fig. 4. The dependence of the compromise rate on external factors at 0.83α =  
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The curve increases above the ordinate axis, indicating that the upper threshold of the 

compromise rate takes on high values with the established data. In this case, the required rate 

is directly related to the external loan rate (15). 

At 0.86α =  there is a similar situation (Fig. 5). 

 

 
Fig. 5. Dependence of the compromise rate on external factors at 0.86α =  

 

A further increase in α  did not lead to changes in the compromise rate at 0.6tγ = , since 

the upper threshold only increased, indicating the need to calculate the rate based on the market 

level and the lower threshold (16). 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the calculations carried out: 

• the change in α  has a significant impact on the value of the upper threshold of the 

intra-company loan rate and the final product. There is a rapid growth of the upper threshold of 

the rate with the growth of the uniformity degree, as a result of which the external credit rate be-

comes available to the SBU-borrower, then the compromise rate can be defined as the arith-

metic average of the lower threshold of the intra-company credit rate and the external loan rate; 

• the share of deductions for non-productive consumption has a similar effect on the 

rate. The favorable level with a low degree of uniformity remains at 0.4, but even in these cases, 

conditions such as an increased price for products and a reduced loan rate must be met; 

• the intra-company loan rate at low values of γ t  can be quite high, and at the same 

time, a positive balance is observed, which makes the SBU-borrower independent of the level 

of interest rates in the creditor banks. 

To keep the intra-company loan rate at a high level of γ t , the SBU needs to reduce the to-

tal costs that are covered from variable assets in working capital at the beginning of the period 

under review (it is essential to choose the optimal cost level since too high or too low values 

will not allow the SBU to become a borrower) and/or increase the price of products. 
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Conclusion 

 

The MC of the holding needs to ensure the following strategy in the financial sector: 

• to ensure the implementation of a positive final product by the holding's divisions, 

which create conditions for the growth of the corporate investment fund and the possibility of 

intra-company lending to production and investment programs of individual enterprises;  

• the effective rate of intra-company loan should ensure a positive final product spent 

on investments in the working capital of the SBU and on non-productive consumption in the 

amounts that allow additional financing of the corporate investment fund; 

• the compromise rate should be calculated, taking into account the size of the centra-

lized investment fund and the needs of the SBU, designated as the lower and upper thresholds 

of the effective rate. If the lower threshold is too high, MC should sacrifice the growth rate of the 

corporate fund in favor of enterprises in need of loans; 

• the optimal rate of an intra-company loan depends not so much on the level of finan-

cial dependence of the SBU but on its ability to generate profit; 

• the level of prices for products produced by SBU has a significant impact on the intra-

company loan rate. As the price increases, the final product increases, and resources are released 

that can be redistributed between the SBU to increase the overall efficiency of the holding; 

• the share of deductions for non-productive consumption significantly affects the abi-

lity of the enterprise to provide cash on credit, so to maintain the efficiency of the working ca-

pital of the SBU as part of the holding, the recommended value of the share of deductions for 

non-productive consumption is within the range of up to 0.5; 

• the scale of production "comfortable" for the organization of an effective system of 

intra-company lending is the scale of production (equal to the total elasticity of the production 

function as costs) equaling to 0.83 or higher, which allows the SBU to provide a high upper rate 

threshold. If the upper threshold is high, the compromise rate will be accepted based on the le-

vel of the loan rate and the size of the corporate investment fund. Moreover, the compromise 

rate will continue to be lower than the market rate, which is certainly beneficial for the holding 

companies. 

Thus, holding companies should gradually reduce the share of deductions for non-pro-

ductive consumption to the level of 0.4 or lower and maintain the degree of uniformity of the 

production function in the range from 0.83 to 0.86. It is advisable to increase the price of pro-

ducts with sufficient demand. To increase working capital, the SBU shall ensure a low level of 

financial dependence (the value of the financial dependence ratio is recommended to be below 

0.5). When choosing the rate of an intra-company loan, consider the external loan rate, with the 

growth of which the compromise rate decreases due to the large payments on the external 

loans already taken. 

 

∗   ∗ 
∗ 
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